Mask aligners are the most commonly used lithography systems for micromanufacturing structures down to approximately 3 m in size. They are standard practice in LED, flat panel display, and microelectromechanical systems fabrication, as well as at the back end of semiconductor device manufacturing. The basic lithographic principle of mask aligners is to use the nearfield (i.e., the diffracted light field) of a mask to expose the photoresist coated onto a substrate. No optical projection system is needed, which greatly improves the cost-effectiveness of this technique. However, mass production does not allow direct contact between mask and substrate (to avoid contamination), and a 'proximity gap' of up to 100 m or more may thus be required. As a result, especially at larger proximity gaps, the negative impact of diffraction on the reproduction of small structures is a serious problem.
In projection lithography, a number of approaches have been developed to deal with unwanted diffraction effects, including source optimization, 1, 2 optical proximity correction (OPC), 1, 3 and source mask optimization (SMO). 4 However, these resolution-enhancement methods and their implementation for a specific process require many test exposures, which has led to a strong demand in the field for 'numerical experiments.' Such computational lithography methods would be an indispensable tool in adapting resolution-enhancement techniques for mask aligners.
Because of the substantial impact mask illumination has on the results, numerical techniques require precise knowledge of it. Here, the angular spectrum of the illuminating light plays a major role. Figure 1 shows the angular spectra of two maskaligner illumination systems obtained by ray tracing the optical design data. Figure 1 angular spectrum in a reconfigurable way. 5 We used these raytraced spectra to simulate lithographic exposure.
For many applications of mask aligners, it is not only the (2D) footprint of the photoresist profile but its full 3D shape that affects subsequent processing steps. This requires accurate modeling and simulation of photoresist development. Colleagues at the Vorarlberg University of Applied Sciences investigated the characteristics of selected photoresists using a dissolution rate monitor (DRM) to measure the temporal dynamics of photoresist dissolution under development. We then used the DRM data to calibrate the photoresist model employed in our simulations. 6 The combination of realistic angular spectra and accurate photoresist modeling leads to simulation results that show good qualitative and quantitative agreement with experiments. Figure 2 presents the effect of using illumination with two different angular spectra on the ends of 10 m lines printed with a proximity gap of 30 m. The good match between simulation and experiment proves that predictions made by mask aligner lithography simulation form a sound basis for mask and/or illumination optimization algorithms.
Knowing the angular spectrum of the illumination enables assessment of the effects of changes to the mask structure on the printed result. The basic idea is to adapt OPC techniques for mask aligner lithography and to use assist structures on the mask to compensate for unwanted distortions of the design pattern during lithographic exposure. 7 Figure 3 shows a comparison between the simulated light-intensity distribution and experimental photoresist profiles demonstrating the effect of placing assist structures at different positions on the mask.
In a next step, we used numerical optimization algorithms to automatically find the appropriate size, shape, and position of assist structures. Figure 4 shows the result of such a numerically optimized result in comparison to a mask structure without assist features. In this particular case, two different assist structures were needed, one to correct the outer and one to correct the inner corner of the elbow. One of the main challenges for the future will be to develop efficient optimization algorithms that can be used for hundreds of assist structures to perform OPC for entire mask layouts.
In conclusion, we have been able to markedly improve the predictive qualities of mask-aligner lithography simulation by
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analyzing the illumination system and characteristics of photoresist development. These advances will help to establish computational lithography methods in mask-aligner lithography and possibly enable the introduction of new OPC and SMO techniques, thus extending the range of applications of mask aligners. Our future efforts will concentrate on developing computationally inexpensive methods based on numerical optimization. The goal is to provide end-users of mask aligners with an efficient numerical tool suggesting (simple) changes to the mask layout and angular illumination spectrum aimed at improving process stability and increasing production yield. 
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